A novel method for person identification based on soft-biometrics and oriented to work in real video surveillance environments is proposed in this paper. Thus, an evaluation of relevance's level of several appearance features is carried out with this purpose. First, a bag-of-soft-biometric features related to color, texture, local features, and geometry are extracted from individuals. The relevance of each feature has been deeply analyzed through different proposed methods. Features are ranked and weighted according to their relevance value. Later, each method is evaluated under two different scenarios: mono-camera and multi-camera surveillance images. In order to test the system in a realistic way, it has been evaluated over standard databases in the surveillance community: PETS 2006, PETS 2009, CAVIAR, SAIVT-SoftBio, and CAVIAR4REID. Moreover, a new database was acquired at Adolfo Suarez Madrid-Barajas international airport. This database was acquired under regular conditions and infrastructure of the Barajas airport, no additional camera or special settings were installed for this purpose. An analysis of relevance for each feature acquired in these two scenarios is presented. The results obtained demonstrate the promising potential of the soft-biometric approach. Finally, an optimal system configuration according to each scenario is obtained.
Introduction
For many areas of current society, re-identification of human beings based on their biometric or soft-biometric features is becoming an important task. Person identification is turning to an essential part of the security needs of diverse infrastructures such as airports, shopping centers, government buildings, and train stations, among others. Person re-identification is about identifying a specific individual across non-overlapping distributed cameras at different times and locations. This task is challenging due to the dramatic changes in an individual's appearance, in terms of lighting, occlusion, pose, zoom, and camera quality, among others [1] . The importance of intelligent video surveillance systems, its application in the security sector, and its increasing social interest have turned person identification an important research topic in the *Correspondence: dmocteo@gmail.com 1 Centro de Investigación en Geografía y Geomática "Ing. Jorge L. Tamayo", A.C., Contoy 137 Esq. Chemax, Col. Lomas de Padierna, Delegación Tlalpan, 14240 Mexico D.F., Mexico Full list of author information is available at the end of the article last few years. Generally, video surveillance of wide and critical areas requires a system of multiple cameras to monitor people constantly. Camera surveillance is more than a set of monitors connected to some cameras, in fact, it can actually be seen as a powerful technology for security control. One of the main problems in a multiple camera system is that people's appearance changes as observed from one camera to another [2] . Usually, a person's visual identification can be either based on biometric (face, iris, fingerprint) or soft-biometric features (appearance, height, clothes). Gait is a feature that can be measured at a distance, this can be considered as suitable for surveillance environments. Nevertheless, gait has many limitations that make it unsuitable for wide areas such as current surveillance environments. The issues of pose variations, occlusions, and lighting are still a challenge for gait recognition. Moreover, in most works, the gait is considered as a biometric [3] , due to the above and the fact that on this paper only soft-biometrics are considered, gait feature is not used in this evaluation. On the one hand, biometric features are based on the unique characteristics of each person; biometric identifiers cannot be shared or misplaced and they intrinsically represent the person's identity, thus, offering a high performance singling out individuals as long as camera conditions are good (lighting, quality, location, and high resolution). On the other hand, the soft-biometric features are not intrusive during the acquisition process and can be applied directly in most of the existing camera systems. For these reasons, they can be considered as a promising approach. This research uses a soft-biometric appearance model focused on a watchlist approach, where the objective is to recognize and track people who are in a list (like a terrorist or criminals list). That is, a large number of cameras that are installed in many locations are used, while a very large number of people will pass by these surveillance cameras, only a set of individuals must be recognized. That is, the system must reject every subject unless the subject is in the watch-list [4] . This work proposes an identification system that can identify N pre-specified individuals, while rejecting everybody else. This approach would be particularly useful for intelligent video-surveillance, where the N individuals would be the suspects in the watch-list. Moreover, for person identification purposes, a bag-of-soft-biometric features is composed of different categories of features: color, texture, local features, and geometry. The importance of each feature is analyzed by studying the contribution of each feature to the person's aspect. In this paper, four different methods to measure the relevance of each feature are considered. Features are sorted into a ranking according to its relevance. Then, features are weighted based on their ranking position. In order to generate an exhaustive evaluation of soft-biometric features, the experiments were conducted using standard databases well-known in the surveillance community (PETS 2006 , PETS 2009 , CAVIAR, SAIVT-SoftBio, and CAVIAR4REID). Furthermore, a new completely realistic database, Multi-camera Barajas International Airport (MUBA), was acquired at Barajas airport in Madrid. Notice that the proposed methods do not require calibration or special configuration, they work under real conditions of each surveillance environment. Results show a promising response of the system under different conditions and scenarios. Moreover, the results show the huge potential of soft-biometric features.
The paper is organized as follows: a brief overview of related works is shown in Section 2, databases description and its analysis are presented in Section 3, and the bag-ofsoft-biometric features and methods to measure feature relevance are presented in Section 4. Section 5 shows the experimental results and analysis, and finally, Section 6 concludes.
Overview
Since people tracking and identification is a very important research topic, the research community is focused on detecting, tracking and identifying people, and interpreting their behavior. In the literature, there are many works related to intelligent video surveillance systems. Most of these works employ biometric or soft-biometric features to identify people. The soft-biometrics are related to people's appearance, such as color, clothing, and height. The work proposed in [2] , an appearance model represented by a hierarchical structure where each node maintains a color Gaussian mixture model (GMM), is proposed. The identification task is performed with a Bayesian decision approach. Results show that this appearance model is robust to rotation and scale variations. Nevertheless, only four different people were used for experiments. In [5] , a multi-task distance metric, in order to achieve people re-identification in a camera network, is proposed. This method designs multiple Mahalanobis distance metrics. Moreover, a multi-task maximally collapsing metric is presented. The experiments were performed in the GRID and the VIPeR databases. The results are approximately 80 % of recognition rate.
In [6] , representative clothing-colors are extracted by applying an octree-based color quantization technique to the clothing region. The height is extracted from the geometrical information of the images, and the Euclidean distance is used for comparison purposes. Results are limited to know the exact camera position, and the images are acquired in a controlled environment. The work [7] proposes a person identification method that uses three softbiometric features (clothing, complexion, and height). These soft-biometrics are employed so, a robot recognizes people in real time in a social environment. Here, the softbiometrics were evaluated as a part of an experiment of person identification task, this experiment was carried out at Fleet Week, NY. In the experiments, the robot must identify an specific person between groups of three people. The experimental results show that the clothing is the most relevant soft-biometric, reaches an 85 % of identification rate. Another method to person re-identification by embedding middle level clothes attributes is presented in [8] . Here, the person re-identification problem is studied specifically in three main points: a part-based human appearance representation approach, a person reidentification method by embedding into the discriminant classifier by a latent SVM framework, and a person re-identification benchmark. This benchmark includes a large-scale database and an evaluation based on open-set experimental settings. The experiments were carried out with their own database (NUS-Canteen Database), and the results show a verification rate of 85 %.
In [1] , a system based on soft-biometric features (such as gender, backpack, jeans, and short hair) is presented.
These soft-biometrics are detected, and attribute-based distances are calculated between pairs of images by using a regression model. Experiments are conducted on the ViPER database and the obtained results show that the effectiveness of this method depends on the accuracy of soft-biometric extraction. The lowest classification result was obtained with a short hair feature, reaching 53 % accuracy, and the highest classification result was obtained with a "carrying" feature, reaching 75 % accuracy. A framework that automatically registers soft-biometric features every time that users log-in is proposed in [9] . These softbiometric features (color of user's clothing and facial skin) are fused with the conventional authentication with password and face biometric. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed method for continuous user authentication. In [10] , a multi-camera tracking through spatial and appearance features approach is proposed. An approximated object position is estimated for the spatial feature, and color is used for the appearance features. The similarity calculation is based on the Earth Mover's Distance (EMD). Here the experiments show good results.
In [11] , several visual low-level features with supervised learning methods are used. Average RGB value, color structure, and histogram on HMMD color space are some of the considered features. The results here, show a reliable performance; nevertheless, the experiments were done with their own database containing few people. An approach to classify people, groups of people, and luggage in the halls of an airport is proposed in [12] . For this, two kinds of features are used: foreground density features and features related to real-size of objects obtained by applying a homographic model. A classification scheme based on k nearest neighbors (k-nn) algorithm and voting system is proposed and the obtained results are good. In [13] , a multi-modal method for human identification is presented. Here, the gait and other type of movements are considered and results above 78 % of accuracy rate are achieved. Another method for human identification that uses gait feature is proposed in [14] . Here, first the contour in each gait image is extracted, followed by encoding each of the gait contour images in the same gait sequence with a multichannel mapping function. Experiments on gait databases are carried out and results over 75 % of identification rate are obtained.
Finally, an experimental study of the benefits of softbiometrics to improve person recognition in scenarios at distance is presented in [15] . The available softbiometric information in scenarios or varying distance between camera and subject is analyzed here. The experiments are conducted in the Southampton multi-biometric tunnel database, and the results show that the use of soft-biometrics is able to improve the performance of recognition. In most of the analyzed works, only a few features, cameras, and individuals are considered, as can be seen. In contrast, the work presented here evaluates a complete set of different feature categories and each feature's relevance is calculated. Furthermore, for a deep analysis, six different databases were employed for the evaluation.
Databases description
Currently, intelligent video surveillance community has made proposals to standardize the performance evaluation of computer vision-based surveillance through proposing several standard databases acquired in realistic video surveillance scenarios. In this work, five different public databases have been considered. Moreover, a more realistic database acquired at Barajas International Airport in Madrid, is presented. Figures 1 and 3 show sample images of standard databases and MUBA database, respectively. In a mono-camera scenario, the databases considered were the following: CAVIAR, PETS 2006, PETS 2009, and MUBA. Since that the multi-camera scenario is more complex, a total of five databases were used: PETS 2006, PETS 2009, CAVIAR4REID, SAIVT-SoftBio, and MUBA. Notice that only the CAVIAR database was considered using a unique camera. As a consequence, CAVIAR was only used in the mono-camera scenario.
Standard databases
In this work, the well known databases PETS 2006 [16] , PETS 2009 [17] , CAVIAR [18] , SAIVT-SoftBio [19] and CAVIAR4REID [20] have been used. These databases are recognized as standard in the intelligent video surveillance research. These databases were obtained in public spaces: a mall, a train station, a park, etc. That is, both indoor and outdoor environments are considered. The PETS 2006 database has been designed for activity recognition and surveillance of public spaces at Victoria station in London. The sequences used from this database were as follows: S2-T3-C and S4-T5-A-C (for both, camera 1, camera 3, and camera 4). S2-T3-C and S4-T5-A-C are the names given to these sequences by the authors of PETS 2006. The PETS 2009 database comprises multi-sensor sequences containing crowd scenarios with increasing scene complexity in outdoor environment. Here, the following sequences were selected: S2-L1-Timen (camera 1, camera 5, camera 7, and camera 8). S2-L1-Time12-34 is the name given to this sequence by the authors of PETS 2009. The CAVIAR database consists of images showing a corridor at a shopping mall in Portugal. For the experiments, the OneStopMoveEnter1cor and EnterExitCrossingPaths1cor sequences were used in this work. OneStopMoveEnter1cor and EnterExitCrossingPaths1cor are the names given to these sequences by the authors of CAVIAR. The SAIVT-SoftBio database consists of several sequences of subjects walking in a building environment along eight cameras from various angles and Fig. 1 Images from public databases, PETS2009 with four cameras, PETS2006 with three cameras, CAVIAR with one camera, SAIVT-SoftBio with eight cameras, and CAVIAR4REID with two cameras (C# represents the camera number) different illumination conditions. The CAVIAR4REID is a database to evaluate person re-identification algorithms. CAVIAR4REID has been extracted from CAVIAR, one of the most famous database for person tracking and detection. For the generation of CAVIAR4REID, a total of 72 individuals were manually extracted, for this work all individuals were considered. Figure 1 shows some sample images from each standard database. As a general disadvantage from these standard databases, in the monocamera scenario specially, only a few suspects have been selected, this is because cameras are overlapping and there are not many different suspects to select.
Multi-camera Barajas Airport (MUBA) database
In order to evaluate the system in a complex real-world scenario, several image sequences were acquired at Barajas International Airport (terminal 4) in Madrid. These images were obtained in collaboration with Civil Guard and A.E.N.A company. This database was acquired using several cameras across the airport. In this database acquisition, the airport's infrastructure and airport's cameras were used, specific cameras were not added nor changes in the usual operation of the security staff were required. This way, the video surveillance camera system of Barajas airport was exploited for this work. Eight different nonoverlapping cameras were used in this database, these cameras show spaces like a subway station, a check-in room, and airport corridors. The acquisition was carried out in a conventional way where security guards handled the cameras in the control center. A select group of people walked passing through the eight cameras to generate this database. This to ensure that at least a group of people covered all the cameras where we were allowed to record. Nevertheless, not only were considered images from this selected group. Later, images from eight cameras (all recorded at the same time) were provided to us to generate this database. That is, images from each camera were captured simultaneously as in real operation. This database is conformed by 91,482 images proceeding from eight cameras, from which 141 people were extracted (62 for mono-camera and 79 from multi-camera) in total. Around 60 images were extracted per individual, that is, from 91,482 images, a subset of 41,640 were used, which represent more of 45 % of the whole database. All images of individuals were collected through their complete track across all cameras where they were seen (sometimes two, three, four until eight cameras). For more details on the use of this database, please contact the authors. Figure 2 shows a scheme of places within the airport used in this database acquisition. A large area of this airport has been considered, as it can be seen in this image. The kind of acquired images are very complex, containing real and absolutely non-controlled situations, with sequences of few people and crowded sequences. Figure 3 shows sample images from each different camera of MUBA database.
Complexity of the databases
The difficulty level of each database could be analyzed in two ways. First, a quantitative analysis of quality of images. Second, a qualitative analysis is made by security staff members according to subjective parameters that could affect to the identification task. In order to analyze the quality of images from each camera in each database, peak signal-to-noise ratio (also known as PSNR), has been calculated (for more details see [21] and [22] ). The peak signal-to-noise ratio is a video quality metric. This metric analyzes the ratio between the maximum possible power of a signal (in this case, an image) and the power of corrupting noise that affects the fidelity of its representation. Notice that when PSNR is higher, the image has higher quality. For subjective and qualitative analysis of complexity of images, two measures have been observed: a background segmentation and people detection complexity. First, people detection difficulty, defined as the complexity to detect people in several situations like people moving, people temporarily stationary, the number of persons, partial occlusions, and pose variations are considered. Second, background segmentation difficulty, defined as the complexity to extract the background from the scene, as well as noise presence, lighting changes, shadows, and objects belonging to the background, was proposed. Table 1 shows the quality and complexity values for each database. It can be seen that PETS 2006 is the "easiest" database because it has a high quality of images and the detection and background subtraction is easier to carry out with PETS 2006 than with the other databases considered. CAVIAR and CAVIAR4REID have similar complexity due to the fact that CAVIAR4REID was generated from CAVIAR, that is, CAVIAR4REID is comprised by the cropped images from the people shown in CAVIAR images. On the other hand, MUBA database is the worst quality database. The SAIVT-SoftBio has high complexity too, but MUBA database has a lower quality value (PSNR). This is comprehensible due to the realistic and non-controlled (with poor quality cameras) environment of MUBA's acquisition. Therefore, MUBA is the most complex database using both quantitative and qualitative measures. As another measure of complexity, it would be interesting to analyze the biometric/soft-biometric extraction complexity, but in practical terms, with the combination of detection and background segmentation quality measures, a biometric/soft-biometric extraction complexity can be determined. To summarize; Table 2 shows how many people and images were used from each scenario and each database.
System description
The description of the proposed system is presented in this section. Figure 4 shows a general scheme of the proposed system. A set of soft-biometric features (called bag-of-soft-biometric features) are extracted from the person's images on the first step. That is, a total of 23 features are extracted from an input image creating the bagof-soft-biometric features. The bag-of-soft-biometrics is evaluated in order to calculate the relevance level of each feature on the second step during the training phase. Here, the ranking features are generated according to several proposed methods, and then each feature is weighted according to its ranking position. The 30 % of images from each database was considered on the training phase and the remaining 70 % was used throughout the testing phase. This analysis could demonstrate that the relevance of each feature is related to the scenario, for example, mono-and multi-camera and indoor and outdoor scenarios. Four methods to measure this relevance and two ways to weighting are proposed for this evaluation. The best ranking and weighting methods are selected during the course of the third step. These best methods are used to acquire the final results in the fourth step. That is, once the results are obtained from the four proposed methods, the method that reached the best results in each database is selected for the testing phase. Finally, the final results per database are obtained based on the Euclidean distance classification.
Bag of soft-biometric features
The first step of the proposed method is to extract the people presented in each image using the HoGG algorithm presented in [23] . Then, a set of soft-biometric features is extracted from each person, constituting the so-called bag-of-soft-biometrics. These features have been selected considering the restrictions that bad acquisition conditions impose on resolution and lighting in a real surveillance multi-camera environment. In most of the analyzed works, only a few features are considered, whereas our work presents a complete set of different feature categories. In order to obtain a high identification rate, several feature categories have been considered. These categories are the RGB color space, grayscale statistics, geometry, gray-scale histogram, HSV color space, co-occurrence matrix, and LBP (see Table 4 ). Since results in soft-biometrics improve with higher amount of features, a total of 23 different features have been used in this work.
Given that the appearance of a person is dominated by its clothes, color and texture features are suitable for people description. Features of color and texture are two low-level features widely used for image classification, indexing, and retrieval [24] . Color is usually represented as a histogram, which is a first-order statistical measure that captures global color distribution from an image. In this work, two color spaces have been used, RGB and HSV. The RGB is the most popular and natural color model, because it can compose any color adequately. The RGB color model is defined by three channels (red, green, and blue). Features based on RGB color space used in this work are: channel mean, the mean of the three channels, the standard deviation of the three channels, and the brightness. Standard deviation and mean are two wellknown statistic measures. Brightness is the result of sum of three channels (red, green, and blue). The HSV color model divides the luminance component (intensity value) of a pixel color from its chrominance components (hue and saturation). Hue component represents pure color, and saturation gives a measure of the degree in which a pure color is diluted by white light [24] . The considered features for the HSV color model are the mean and the standard deviation. Mean and the standard deviation in gray-scale images have been considered as features too. Since a histogram can give an approximate idea of the distribution of gray levels in the image and it provides different useful features like mean value, dispersion, and contrast, several global features based on gray-scale histogram have been used: mean, standard deviation, entropy, dispersion, energy, and kurtosis. The last global extracted feature is the eccentricity, which represents the relationship between height and width of people. One of the main drawbacks of the histogram-based features is that spatial distribution is not considered. In order to avoid this, local spatial information from a gray-scale co-occurrence matrix has been used. The gray-scale cooccurrence matrix (GCM) stores the number of pixel neighborhood in an image that has a particular gray-scale combination [24] . Considering the image spatial domain, the configuration of the GCM used is distance d = 1 Fig. 4 General scheme of the proposed system and four orientations (0°, 45°, 90°and 135°). From this, a unique GCM matrix is created by the sum of the four orientations mentioned before. From GCM, several features are extracted: energy, maximum probability, entropy, inertia, and homogeneity. The formula from each feature extracted from GCM can be seen in Table 3 . Here, i, j are the image coordinates, GCM is the co-occurrence matrix, and N is the dimension of the GCM (GCM is a quadratic matrix).
Another local approach based on a simple local binary pattern (LBP) has been considered as a feature too [25] . In summary, a total of 23 features are obtained, and later they are normalized between 0 and 1, these features are summarized in Table 4 .
Feature relevance measurement: ranking and weighting
Taking into account the fact that the relevance level for each extracted feature is different, four methods to measuring it are proposed. These methods are based on principal component analysis (PCA), dissimilarity measure, and kernel alignment approaches. Moreover, a last method has been generated by combining the previous ones.
The two first methods proposed are based, as already stated, on the well-known PCA. The key idea behind PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of a data set consisting of a large number of interrelated variables [26] . The PCA method looks for variability in the data and sorts the information of the data in order of importance, hence, PCA has been considered appropriate to measure the feature's relevance. According to the 23 features extracted, 23 
principal components are generated. Firstly, an approach that considers the significant presence of each feature in each component of the PCA has been developed. This method will be called PCA-feature-presence method (PCA-FP). Secondly, looking for a quantitative value of a method's output, another approach that considers the feature's score from each eigenvector weighting according to its corresponding proportion of variance has been proposed too. This method will be called PCA-feature-value method (PCA-FV). In the case of PCA-FP, the fact that variance of components decreases progressively has been taken into account. The PCA-FP is a sequential method that ranks each feature according to the importance of the eigenvector (highest proportion's variance greater importance) in which is significantly present or not, i.e., if its absolute score value is higher than a threshold equals to 0.1000 is statistically significant and non-significant in a contrary case. For example, the variables that are nonsignificantly present in the first component (first component equals to eigenvector with the highest proportion's variance) are located in the last ranking positions, and those that are significantly present in all components (until component equals to eigenvector with the lowest proportion's variance) are located in the first ranking positions. Finally, a ranking between 1 to 23 positions is generated.
PCA-FV uses the absolute score value for each coordinate of vector in each feature and the proportion of variance of the component. Each coordinate of eigenvector is weighted by its proportion of variance. Let λ c be the proportion's variance of eigenvector V c , c be the number of component (c = 1..23), and V c (x) be a coordinate of V c , where x = 1.23. The rank is calculated as follows (Eq. 1):
That is, the PCA-FV ranking (from the highest to the lowest) the features according to this value (Rank x ).
A different approach has been considered for the third method. This method uses a dissimilarity measure (it will 
where Xn i is the average value of feature i in n (subject n) and S(n i ) is the standard deviation of feature i in the same subject n. Xm i is the average value of feature i in another subject m and S(m i ) is the standard deviation from this same subject m. This rank calculation tries to identify which features have the highest difference between all subjects and the lowest variation from this mean. Thus, the variables that represent the highest difference between all subjects have a better position in the ranking.
For the fourth method, a kernel-based approach has been considered. Kernel-based methods are increasingly being used for data modeling because of their conceptual simplicity and outstanding performance in many tasks [27] . Specifically, a kernel target alignment approach has been considered as the fourth ranking method (it will be called KA for future references) [28] . With the kernel alignment method, the alignment between each feature and the ideal kernel is calculated. The higher the alignment is, the kernel highly "fits" the class represented by the data. For this, a kernel has been created for each feature and the alignment is calculated by the following expression:
where k v is a matrix that on its diagonal block contains the values of all samples (from all subjects) in variable v. That is, the k v matrix is constructed concatenating each of the feature values in all samples for all classes. Therefore, the k v is a square matrix with dimension equal to n samples (in all classes), and (i, j) represents the row and column position. Notice that with this construction procedure, the matrix is made up of several concatenated blocks. Each block corresponds to the samples in each class (each class represents each subject). The ideal kernel is represented by yy t , which is a square matrix made up of 1s on its diagonal block and of 0s in the rest of cases. That is, k v (i, j)·yy t (i, j) is the summatory of diagonal block of the k v matrix and ns is the total number of samples in each class (subject) i. Notice that, for each class there are different number of samples. Therefore, A v gives the alignment value of each feature, and looking for the best alignment value for each feature, these values are sorted from the highest to the lowest. Finally, the last method is made by the average of the results of the four methods previously defined. That is, it works by averaging the feature's position generated by all methods (it will be called the CM for future references).
Once the features are sorted in a ranking, two different approximations to weight each feature according to its ranking position have been carried out. In the first one, a pre-established score has been assigned to each position. Position 1 has 23 points, position 2 has 22 points, and so on until position 23, which has 1 point (this technique will be named non-parametric weighting). These weights are calculated as Eq. 4 shows, where i represents a feature number and points i represents the points obtained by the feature i.
In the second one, the weight is obtained from the different output values in the feature ranking methods presented before (this will be named parametric weighting). The parametric weighting can be applied only if the ranking method returns a numeric value as output, not just a position. According to this requirement, this weighting has been only applied to the PCA-FV, DM, and KA methods. As a result, a total of eight different methods to measure the relevance of each feature are proposed: non-parametric PCA-FP, non-parametric and parametric PCA-FV, non-parametric and parametric DM, non-parametric and parametric KA, and finally, the non-parametric combination method (CM). Also, for comparison purposes, the unweighted features have been considered as a baseline approximation.
Results and discussion
In this section, the evaluation system and the main results are presented. In order to cover the wide operational modes of a surveillance system, two different surveillance scenarios have been considered: mono-camera and multi-camera images. In the mono-camera scenario, the subjects are identified in frames acquired from the same camera. In this case, images are very homogeneous, that is, images from a same person have slight changes according to a single camera. This is a usual and important scenario considered in some works in the state-of-theart, but is far away from the current situation of the most surveillance infrastructures where a huge amount of cameras are installed. In order to consider this realistic situation, the multi-camera scenario was considered too. In this case, the subjects are extracted from images of different cameras. In this scenario, images from the same person have big changes according to different views from the cameras. As a consequence, images show huge variability in different conditions such as lighting, zoom, and perspective (see for example, Fig. 3 ). For both scenarios and for all considered databases, the process of database construction have been done in the same way. First, several samples of each subject have been acquired for each database. These samples were split in two disjoint sets, 30 % of the samples conform the training set and 70 % the testing set. It is important to mention that the training images are from one subset of individuals and testing images are from a second subset of individuals. The experiments have been designed to compare each subject with all people contained in the whole database, not taking into account the time of appearance, that is, the people present before and after of the target persons are considered. This is equivalent to look for subjects in the whole video surveillance database: the recorded images and the current images. Only the number of cameras have been considered to conform to the evaluation scenarios: subject's images from one camera for the mono-camera scenario, and subject's images from several cameras for the multi-camera scenario. There are several ways to represent a biometric system performance [29] . In this work, two of them oriented to measure the system performance in two different operational modes have been selected: watch-list and Cumulative Match Curve (CMC) tests. In the watch-list evaluation, the purpose is to identify and track a limited number of people (target person) who are on a watch-list. That is, the system has the task to recognize a set of people while rejecting everyone else (e.g., the legal travelers) according to predefined threshold [4] . In this work, the watch-list is defined by all individuals collected in each database (of the testing set), that is, each individual is considered as a suspect and he/she is compared with the rest of people, and so on, until all individuals have been considered as suspects. This approach is the same for all tests (CMC and Wilcoxon). This is because this research intended to create a system with high capacity of generalization, and in this way, each individual is compared to all the individuals in the database. The results obtained in this approach are presented as identification and false positive rate. Furthermore, the CMC test has been done as another way of evaluation [30] . The CMC curve is used as a measure for the 1 : K identification system performance, it judges the margin capabilities of an identification system. In the CMC curve, also known as the "one to many" matching, the identification result is obtained from the first K best scores [29] . Notice that, in this case, no predefined threshold is applied to these scores. These two evaluation approaches have been selected because they analyze the system in a more restrictive way (watch-list approach) and a more tolerant way (CMC test). In addition, these evaluation measures are widely used in the biometric community. Moreover, because of the high number of situations considered in this work and in order to compare the global performance of all methods, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test was made in the mono-camera and multi-camera scenarios [31, 32] . In summary, the results are obtained from two different scenarios (mono-and multi-camera), two operational evaluations (the watch-list approach and CMC test) have been used, and a general analysis of performance of all methods is shown in a graph of Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
Mono-camera surveillance scenario
In this scenario, a total of 21 suspects from standard databases and 62 suspects from MUBA database were considered. That is, a total of 83 suspects under the monocamera scenario from 15 different cameras are employed. From each suspect, around of 60 samples were extracted, that is, a total of 5130 images were used in the monocamera scenario. From these images, 30 % were used in the training phase and the remaining 70 % were used in the testing phase. It is important to mention that the training images are from one subset of individuals and testing images are from a second subset of individuals. The identification and false alarm rate were calculated for each proposed method in each database.
In order to simplify the presentation of results, only the result of the method that achieves the best performance in each database is shown in Table 5 ; nevertheless, full results in the Table 9 of the Appendix are presented. The methods based on PCA achieve best results in PETS 2006 and CAVIAR databases. The DM method obtains the best result in PETS 2009, and with MUBA database KA reaches the best result. The best overall result, was achieved in PETS 2006 database, and the worst overall result was obtained with MUBA. This is due to the difference in terms of complexity and quality (explained in Section 3.3) from each database. It can be observed that, in all databases, the identification rate is higher than 92 %. This is a great result given the realistic and difficult conditions of the images. Figure 5 shows a watch-list ROC curve from the best method in each database. It can be observed that the performance of the proposed methods under the monocamera scenario is really good, reaching in the best case a 99 % of identification rate with a low false alarm rate of 0.1 %. Under most un-controlled conditions and higher number of suspects encountered in MUBA database, a 92 % of identification rate and 6.5 % of false alarm rate have been achieved. In order to have a better visualization, each point, specified in Table 5 , is represented by a red point in Fig. 5 .
As another way for evaluation, the CMC test was calculated with a K value of 3. The K value was established in 3 because with this margin the limitations of the system can be observed taking into account an operation in real environments. Figure 6 shows CMC curves for the best method in each database. For standard databases, only PETS 2009 presents an improvement of the results, and in the other standard databases, there is not a significant improvement when a higher margin is considered (K > 2). In the case of MUBA database, the improvement is very relevant: identification rate reaches an 95 % and false alarm rate decreases to 4.84 % when K increases. That is, when the system returns the three best scores, the identification rate is above 95 %. The difference in the results between the standard (PETS 2006, PETS 2009, and CAVIAR) and MUBA databases are easily detected. The worst results have been obtained always in the MUBA database due to its complexity level. The main reason that the best method is different in each database is because each database is different from the others, in terms of lighting, image quality, zoom, and camera perspective. Nevertheless, the difference between the results for each database is relatively low. Nevertheless, in the MUBA database, the improvement is higher than in the other databases when a value of K increases. Moreover, in order to provide a global overview of all methods in all databases, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test was done. For each database, this rank value has been assigned (from 1 for the best method, to 9 for the worst) to all methods used. The standard deviation of these ranks has been calculated. Figure 7 shows the average ranks and the corresponding 95 % confidence interval for each method. It can been observed that PCA-FV with parametric weighting is lightly better than other methods. The main contribution here is that all rankings are always better than the unweighted features. Notice that unweighted features are considered as baseline approximation. In Figure 7 , the high value of the standard deviation in most of the methods can be observed; this indicates that each method presents good results in some cases and bad results in others. This means that under the mono-camera scenario, all ranking methods work similarly, only the unweighted features always reach the worst results.
The rankings of the features that achieve the best results in each database are shown in Table 6 . Here, it presented the feature ranking obtained by the best method from each database in the mono-camera scenario, each color represents the group of features to which it belongs and the number from 1 to 23 is the position in the ranking, from best (1) to worst (23) . That is, for each ranking, the best result in each database was obtained. Here, the different relevance given to each feature or group of features can be observed. In general, in a mono-camera scenario, features based on color are located in the highest position, being very relevant in this scenario. The standard deviation from a grayscale image (feature 7) achieves the best position in the ranking from three databases (top position in PETS 2006 and PETS 2009, and third position Table 5 The best result from each database under a mono-camera scenario It can be concluded that, in the mono-camera scenario, features based on color (both RGB and HSV color spaces) are definitively most important for a people identification task. This is because in this scenario, all information used in the identification process comes from the same camera, in this situation lighting changes are few and the color information is maintained. For a clearer visualization, Fig. 8 shows a graph with the average rank and confidence interval (95 %) of all features weighted with all ranking methods from mono-camera databases. That is, this figure shows each feature average position and its variation in regard to each weighting method. Here, it can be observed that in most cases, color features have low average and low variance values. Feature 8 has a huge variation in all cases and texture features have a high variance value.
Multi-camera surveillance scenario
In this scenario, a total of 256 subjects from standard databases and from MUBA database were considered, that is, features from a total of 256 different individuals from 24 different cameras were extracted. From each suspect, features were extracted in several frames (approximately 90 per camera). With this, a total of 76,976 images in the multi-camera scenario were used. From these images, 30 % were used in the training phase and the remaining 70 % were used in the testing phase. In order to simplify the presentation of results, only the result of the method that achieves the best performance in each database is shown in Table 7 ; Table 10 of the Appendix are presented.
In PETS 2006 database, the best result was obtained by DM method; nevertheless, methods based on PCA achieve the best result in three of five databases. Parametric weighting becomes more relevant in multicamera images, that is, the weighting that uses method's output value works better than a simple weighting. The identification rate, in most of databases, is higher than 89 %. Nevertheless, in CAVIAR4REID database, poor results were achieved with a 75.23 % of identification rate. This is because the images of CAVIAR4REID are cropped to a small size and this affects their quality for recognition purposes (see Fig. 9 ). But, the results obtained in most of databases are relevant results given the un-controlled and difficult conditions, specially in the MUBA and SAIVTSoftBio images. The watch-list ROC curve of the best method in each database is shown in Fig. 10 . It can been concluded that the performance of the proposed methods under the multi-camera scenario is promising, reaching a 96.16 % of identification rate with a low false alarm rate (lower than 6.90 %). Only in CAVIAR4REID database a high false alarm rate of 24.76 % is obtained. In this curve, it can be seen that the best result was obtained in PETS 2006 database and the worst result in CAVIAR4REID database. This is easily understood because of the complexity and quality of each database (see Table 1 ). Furthermore, the cropped images of CAVIAR4REID contributed to obtain bad results in this database. In addition, the CMC test was calculated in the multi-camera scenario. Figure 11 shows CMC curve of the best method in each database in this scenario. It can be observed that when K equals 3, the improvement of performance is higher than in the previous mono-camera scenario. In a multi-camera situation when the system fails in its first score (or output), most of the times, the system succeeds in the second or third output. That this, as the worst result, there is a In Fig. 11 , it can be seen that in all cases the increment of the success rate when K = 2 is higher than the success obtained when K = 3. That is, with a margin of tolerance of K = 2, the methods obtain promising Fig. 10 results. In contrast to the mono-camera scenario where each database has a different best method, in the multicamera scenario, due to the increase of number of cameras, the best methods in multi-camera are based on PCA.
In order to observe a global performance of all methods, a graph of Wilcoxon signed-rank test under the multicamera scenario is shown in Fig. 12 . It can be seen that, although PCA-FP and PCA-FV obtained the best result in PETS 2009, CAVIAR4REID, and MUBA databases, they reached the worst results in the other databases, so they have a huge variability. On the other hand, the DM with parametric weighted is the best method (in global results) with a low standard deviation, that is, the good performance of DM method is independent from environmental situations from each database. The worst results were obtained with CM with non-parametric weighting, PCA-FV with non-parametric, and unweighted features. This is because the CM method averages all results from all ranking methods and, in the case of the multi-camera scenario, the rankings have huge differences (in feature's position) damaging the performance of this combination method. Unweighted features work usually bad, so the weighted features always work better than them. In spite of PCA-based methods obtained good results, in the multi-camera scenario, the PCA-FV NP method did not have a good performance due to NP weighting affecting its results. From Fig. 12 , it can be observed that the difference between performances for each method is high, which is not the case for the mono-camera scenario. This can be interpreted as follows: with easy images, the performance of the methods is homogeneous, and with complex images, the performance of the methods has more variability. Table 8 shows the feature rankings of the best result in each database. Here, the feature ranking obtained by the best method from each database in the multi-camera scenario is presented, each color represents the group of features to which it belongs and the number from 1 to 23 is the position in the rank, from best (1) to worst (23) . It can be observed, in the rankings in the multi-camera scenario, that color features are located in a lower position than in the mono-camera scenario. This is because with multiple cameras, color features are not maintained for different cameras' views. Nevertheless, mean and standard deviation on HSV space color maintain high positions. This is because HSV color space is more robust to lighting changes than RGB color space. Features of co-occurrence matrix statistics and grayscale histogram achieve high positions under the multi-camera scenario. The kurtosis feature achieves the best result in PETS 2006 and PETS 2009. That is, kurtosis helps to reach the best results under the multi-camera scenario. This is because kurtosis is a measure relative to flattening of histogram, and under the mono-camera scenario, using a single camera, the individual representation does not have significant peaks on histogram; in contrast, under the multi-camera scenario, multiple views of people give more different frequencies (more peaks) into histogram. It can be concluded that, when different views (from different cameras) from the same person are acquired, the appearance related with texture and grayscale histogram statistics are more relevant. For a clearer visualization, Fig. 13 shows a graph with the average rank and confidence interval (95 %) of all features weighted with all ranking methods from multi-camera databases. That is, this figure shows each feature's average position and its variation in regard to each weighting method. In this figure, it can be observed that variance of all features is higher than in mono-camera databases, this confirms that the multi-camera scenario is more complex than the mono-camera. Feature 8 still has huge variance and features related to RGB color are not in first ositions. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel approach for human identification in mono and multi-camera surveillance environment scenarios is presented. A bag-of-soft-biometric features is made up of different categories of features: color, texture, local features, and geometry. To measure the relevance of each extracted feature, four methods to rank and two ways of weighting are proposed. Each one of these methods has been deeply analyzed and an optimal configuration to each scenario has been obtained. In order to test the system in a realistic way, several standard databases in the surveillance community have been used: PETS 2006, PETS 2009, CAVIAR, SAIVTSoftBio, and CAVIAR4REID. Moreover, a new database acquired at Barajas International Airport in Madrid was presented (MUBA database). A total of 83 different suspects and 5130 images have been used in the mono-camera scenario and a total of 256 different suspects and 76,976 images were used in the multi-camera scenario, that is, approximately 4.5 h of video record. Please notice that the proposed method neither needs calibration nor special configuration. That means, the proposed method is flexible and adaptable to the existing conditions of each infrastructure. In the mono-camera scenario, the identification rate was higher than 92 % in all the databases. This is a promising result given the realistic and difficult conditions of the images, specially of MUBA database. In the CMC test, high results above 95.16 % have been obtained when the system returns the three best scores. Analyzing the categories of features, it can be concluded that, in the mono-camera scenario, features based on color (both RGB and HSV color spaces) are definitively the most relevant for the people identification task. In the multi-camera scenario, the identification rate was higher than 89.33 % with a false alarm rate lower than 10.66 %, in most of databases. Nevertheless, in CAVIAR4REID database, lower results were achieved (75.23 % of identification rate). The parametric weighting, that is, the weighting that uses method's output, becomes more relevant in multi-camera images than mono-camera images. Regarding CMC test, the best result was a 98.34 % of error and a 1.6 % of identification rate when the three best scores were returned, which is an excellent performance given the complex multi-camera environment. Analyzing the ranking of features obtained in the multi-camera scenario, it can be concluded that the appearance related with texture and grayscale histogram statistics are more relevant from multiple cameras. This indicates that when features from different views (from different cameras) are acquired the features related to RGB color are affected by the change in the acquisition camera, in contrast, the features in HSV color space Categories: gray color is RGB category, turquoise color is grayscale category, green color is geometry, orange color is grayscale histogram, yellow color is HSV color, pink color is statistics of co-occurrence matrix and blue color is LBP Fig. 13 Average rank and confidence interval of all ranking methods from multi-camera databases are more robust to lighting changes. In both scenarios, using the unweighted features, the worst results were reached. Due to the distinct conditions and restrictions that are imposed to each of them, it is very important to rank and to weight the features according to each scenario, so the difference of feature rankings between mono-and multi-camera scenarios can be observed.
Thus, the presented work implies an optimal system configuration according to each scenario. In addition, the results obtained demonstrate the promising potential of the soft-biometric approach. Table 10 shows all results obtained in multi-camera scenario (watch-list approach). In this table, the results are sorted from best to worst.
